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Root Systems of Hyperbolic Type 
ROBERT V. MOODY 
Department ofMathematics, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada 
This paper begins with a survey of the known results about root systems. 
There follows the definition of hyperbolic root systems, and the explicit descrip- 
tion of the imaginary roots of such a system as the points of intersection of a 
lattice and a cone. Finally there is a proof of the conjugacy of bases in a sym- 
metrizable root system by the extended Weyl group. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a root system arose out of the Killing-Cartan classification of 
the semi-simple finite dimensional Lie algebras over the complex numbers. 
Apart from their fundamental nature in relation to the Lie algebras, the root 
systems are fascinating combinatorial strujtures and a subject of study in their 
own right. The generalization of the finite root systems (which are those which 
appeared in the classical theory) to infinite ones, appeared independently in [12] 
and [16], in both cases as a result of exploring the Lie algebras arising out of a 
natural generalization of a presentation for the finite dimensional semi-simple 
Lie algebras. Of these, the Euclidean (or affine) root systems especially have 
turned up in an unexpected variety of ways; for example, in the study ofp-adic 
Chevalley groups [5, 11], in Macdonald's identities which are intricately tied 
up with Dedekind's 2-function [15], and most recently in the representation 
theory of graphs [8, 9]. 
Whatever their prospective position may be in mathematics, the root systems 
are remarkably elusive when it comes to determining their internal structure 
explicitly. Probably the basic problem is that we have come at them by an 
inductive process, building up the roots from a base and Cartan matrix which 
are given a priori. However, as in the classical case the root system is invariant 
by large group W, the Weyl group, which indicates the abundant internal 
symmetry of the system and the weakness of being tied to a particular base. 
Quite different from the classical case is the fact that, in general, the translates 
of the base by the Weyl group (real roots) do not come close to covering the 
the root system. The remaining roots (imaginary roots) are both qualitatively 
and quantitatively unknown except in special cases. 
No one reading this paper can fail to be impressed by the influence which 
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V. G. Kac has had on the subject. Here I acknowledge my own personal debt 
to his work, especially [12] and [13]. 
In the present paper I begin in Section 2 by collecting together (generally 
without proofs) the most important known facts about root systems. In Section 3 
the hyperbolic root systems are introduced, these being the minimal root 
systems beyond the Euclidean and finite types (which are already well under- 
stood). The first major result of the paper (Theorem 1) is the explicit description 
of the imaginary roots for the symmetrizable hyperbolic root systems. In Section 4 
I give a new proof of a result due independently to Berman [l] (unpublished) 
and Kac [12, Sects. 5 and 7] on the existence of non-trivial imaginary roots in all 
root systems except those of finite type. In Section 5 the results of Sections 3and 4 
are used to characterize the root systems which are finite, Euclidean, or sym- 
metrizable hyperbolic. 
In Section 6 the problem of bases is considered for symmetrizable root systems. 
Here it is established by a geometric argument, already familiar in the classical 
case, that bases are related to chambers. Using this it is proved that any two 
bases of a root system are conjugate by a unique element of l~ = Z2 × W 
(Theorem 2), 
I mention here several problems which seem rather basic but are unsolved 
at the present ime. 
(1) Give an axiomatic description of root systems in a base free way (see 
for example [20] and [15] for the finite and affine cases). 
(2) Determine the multiplicities (see Section 2) m~, of the imaginary roots 
in a way independent of the Weyl-Macdonald-Kac formula. 
3. Give an explicit description of the set of imaginary roots in the non- 
hyperbolic ases. 
4. Banish the condition of symmetrizability as far as possible, especially 
in Theorem 2 and in the Weyl-Macdonald-Kac formula. 
2. A SURVEY OF KNOWN RESULTS 
A Cartan matrix of ranh l is an integral  × I matrix (Aij) with the properties 
that A~i = 2 for all i, A~j ~< 0 whenever i ~ j ,  and Aji --  0 whenever Aij = O. 
This generalizes the "Cartan" matrices which arise in the theory of finite 
dimensional complex semi-simple Lie algebras; these matrices will be referred 
to as being of finite type. 
A Cartan matrix (Aij) is indecomposable if it is not possible to separate the 
indices into two non-empty sets for which Aij = 0 whenever i and j do not fall 
in the same set. 
Given any Caftan matrix and any field f of characteristic zero, it is possible 
to associate the Lie algebra ~ over ~f defined by 31 generators ei, hi , f i ,  i = 1,..., l 
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with the relations [elhj] = A~je~, [f~hj] = --A~jf~, [e¢£] =- 8~jh~, [h~hJ = 0 
for all i, j = 1,..., l, and e,(adej)-A,~+~= 0 =f~(adh)-m,+~ whenever i :/:j. 
This Lie algebra and various of its homomorphic mages have been the subject 
of several investigations [1, 2, 12, 17, 18]. 
It is graded (in terms of the given generators) by the free abelian group ZA 
of rank l on a set of l free generators c~ 1,..., ~t • The notation ZA is explained by 
the fact that the set A of roots (defined below), which is our primary concern, 
generates the group ZA. 5P has a radical N which is a homogeneous ideal, and 
which is none other than the (unique) maximal homogeneous ideal of 
when (Aij) is indecomposable. (When (Aij) is decomposable, .£~ splits into a 
direct product of subalgebras corresponding to the indecomposable constituents 
of (A~j) and ~ is direct product of their radicals.) The quotient ~ = ~/N is 
also graded by ZA. We don't distinguish notationally the elements of ~-P and 
their images in ~o. 
Let g/g"= ~h 1 @ "" + Zht C ~q and define a mapping ZA × ~ --+ Z((~, h) -+ 
~(h)), additive in the first variable and linear in the second, by e~(h~-) = Ai j .  Then 
~q~ = @~z~ ~o where the ~ are finite dimensional subspaces of ~o (dimension 
denoted by m~) and for all x ~ ~ , h ~ g/g', [xh] = ~(h)x. Furthermore, ~o  = 
Ze~, ~_~ = Aft, i =- 1,..., l; and ~° o = ~,  with dim ~ = rank (Ai~.). 
An ~ ~ ZA for which 5~= =/= (0) (that is m~ > 0) is called a root of (Ai~) of 
multiplicity m~. Denote the set of roots of (A~) by A. It should be observed that 0 
is considered as a root according to this definition. Although there are a substan- 
tial number of general facts known about the structure of A, it is still a very 
imperfectly understood object. What follows is virtually everything that is 
known about A. The general qualitative knowledge of A can be conveniently 
divided into six kinds of 
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The  set A R = {a 1 ,..., az}W of so-called real roots consists entirely of roots of 
multipl icity 1. The  elements of the set A I = A1A R are called imaginary roots. In  
general A t :/: {0}. Both A n and A t split concordantly with the trichotomy TR1 to 
give A R = AR+ u AR- , A I = AI+ tA {0} k.) A t - ;  and A n-  = --AR+ , A t-  = --AI+. 
The set At+ is characterized in A+ as the set of all/3 EA+ for wh ich /3WCA +. 
Let RA be R @z ZA which is an /-dimensional vector space over R. The  
action of W on ZA extends uniquely  to give a faithful representation f W on RA, 
For each w ~ W let N(w)  = {~ ~ A + l ~w e A-}; and set n(w) = card N(w)  
and l(w) to be the reduced length of w as a word in the generators r 1 ..... r z . 
W2: For all w ~ W, n(w) = l(w). Also for any i = 1,..., l, l(r,w) = l (w)- -  1 
if ai ~ N(w)  and l(r,w) = l(w) + 1 if cq ~ N(w).  [10, 191 
3. Duality. I f  (Aij) is a Cartan matrix, so is its transpose, and this leads to a 
Lie algebra v~ over ~f with corresponding root system "A. The  set vA lies in a 
free abelian group ZvA of rank l with generators v~ 1 ,..., v . The  symmetries 
Vr, on ZvA defined by ~j-~ri = v j _  Ai~'%~ generate a group which is iso- 
morphic to Wv ia  the map Vr i ~ r i ,  by which we identify them. This  being done 
the bil inear pairing RA × R~A --~ R (and hence its restriction ZA × ZvA ~ Z) 
defined by @i ,  v j) = Ai j  is W invariant. The  actions of ri on ZA and Z~A 
become ~ ~-~ a - -  @, ~al)oL i and a ~ a - -  @i ,  a) ~ i  respectively. 
If/3 ~ An ,  then/3 = ~i w for some w ~ W and some i = 1,..., l. The symmetry 
r~ = w-~r~w ~ W is independent of the mode of representation of /3 above 
[19, Sect. 2]. Define ~/3 ~ %~iw ~ ~AR • By its very definition, ro is an involution 
on R~A and has --1 as an eigenvalue of multipl icity 1. Since Vfir o = --~t3 and 
(/3, ~/3) = 2, it follows that ~/3 is dependent only on/3. The mapping r~ is a 
c~ --  @, v/3)/3 on RA and a ~ a - -  (/3, a)"/3 on RVA. 
Let v: A R --~ ~A R be the mapping ~ ~ ~a 
D I :  Forwe W, aeAR,  (V~)w ="(~w)  
D2: " maps An+ onto van+ and A n -  onto van- .  
Proof of D2. It suffices to establish that ~ maps An+ into vAR+. The surjectiveness 
will follow by symmetry. Let c~ E An+ and write a = aiw. Since c~iw can+ , 
l(r~w) > l(w) (W2). I f  ~ = (~ai)w were to lie "A n-  then applying W2 to "A, 
l(r~w) < l(w). Thus  ~a ~ van+. 
4. Root strings. For fi EA, ~EA n the root string ~(/3; ~) of a through /3 is 
{/3 + z~[zeZ}c~A. 
RSl :  o(/3; ~) is finite and always has the form /3 - -  da,..., /3 - -  ~, /3, 
/3 + a ,...,/3 + uc~ where d, u ~ Z~> 0 and d - -  u = (/3, v@. 
RS2: r~ stabilizes ~(/3; a) and reverses the sequence of elements in it. 
The  proof of RS I  comes from Lie algebra considerations [12, 16] and RS2 
follows directly from RS l .  
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5. Par t ia l  sum property .  PS I :  I f /~•A+ then there is a sequence ai~, ~i~ + 
ai~ ,.-., a h + ai~ + ' "  + ~i k =/3  of elements of A with ~it ,---, ~i~ ~ {al ..... a~}. 
Th is  also is known by Lie algebra considerations, namely that e 1 .... , e~ 
generate @~,~+~¢~. 
The  sixth category of information is postponed for the moment.  
For ~ • 7.A, c~ ----- ~2i=1 zvzt, where the z~ • Z. Define the height of a, ht(a) to be 
~i=1 z i  • The roots of height one are a t ..... ~t.  The  proposit ion below allows an 
inductive construction ofA+, AR+ , and AI+ (using TR1,  TR2,  Wl ,  RS1, andPS1) .  
PROPOSITION 1. I f  a • ZA+ is o f  height m > 1 then a is a root i f  and  only i f  
e~her 
(1) there is an i • (1,..., l} such that  ht(ar,)  < ht(~) and  at ,  is a root; or 
(2) fo r  al l  i, ht(o~r,) >/ht(o~) and  there is an i such that  a - -  a, is a root. 
Furthermore,  in the case that  a is a root, a is real  i f  and  only i f  i t  fa l l s  under (1) 
and ar i is real. 
Proof .  Suppose a e ZA+. If  a satisfies (1) then there is an i such that o~r i • A 
and hence a = (arl) rl  • A.  I f  a satisfies (2) then there is an i such that a - -  al • A 
and @, ~ i )  ~< 0. Now (a - -  ai) ri  ~ a - -  <a, ~ai )  ol i + a i is a root and hence 
by RS1, a is a root. 
Conversely if a • A+ has height m > 1 then by PS1 there is an i such that 
a - -  a, is a root, and so either (1) or (2) holds. I f  c~ is real, va is defined and lies in 
~AR+ (D2). Writ ing "a = ~ CiVa i  where the ci • Z~>0 and are not all zero, it 
follows from @, "a)  = 2 that @, vai) > 0 for some i. Then  ht(ar i)  ~ hta, 
so a falls in (1). | 
PROPOSITION 2 (Kac [12]). ~ • At+ ~ na • Al+ fo r  al l  n • N .  
Proof .  We use recurrence on thc height of a. I f  (a, vc~i) > 0 for some i then 
it may be assumed that n(ozrt) ~ AI+ and hence na • AI+ for all n. Consequently 
assume that ~a, Yai) <~ 0, i : -  1,..., l. 
I f  a - -  ~i • A1 + for some i then n(a - -  ai) may be assumed to be in AI+. Then  
(n(a - -  ai), v~i) ~< - -2n,  whence n~ - -  na i -@ noz i ~- n~ • zJl+ (RS1). 
Certainly for some i, a - -  al E A + and so we may now assume it is in AR +. 
Then  a - -  a~ = a~w for somej  and some w • W. Consider v(a - -  ai) = (v~j)w • 
"Ap. +. F rom (a, ~a~) ~< 0 for all k follows @, v(a - -  ai)) ~ O. 
We now claim that for all k = 1, 2 , . ,  ka, ka 4- a i • Z~. We already know that 
a, a - -  ai • A. Also (a - -  ai) ri ~- ol - -  a i - -  (c~ - -  c~i, ~ai)  a i = a 4- sa  i with 
s~l  and soa4-a  i•A .  
Suppose ta, ta 4- a~ • A for t = 0, 1,..., k - -  1, where k >~ 2. Since ((k - -  1)a, 
~(a - -a t ) )  ~<0and(k - -  1 )a - - (a - -ag) i saroot ,  so is (h - -1 )a  + a - -  at = 
ha- -c~ i .  In  the same way ha- -a  ieA  ~ha+a i•A ,  and so ha- -a  i ,  ha, 
and ha + a i • A. I 
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Since AI+ is closed by the action of the Weyl group, it is clear that ~, fl ~ A1+ 
and a + fl ~ A imply a +/3  E At+. In general, however, At+ , is not closed under 
addition. For example, for the Cartan matrix (3 
- -~ 2 --1 
--1 2 --1 
--1 2 --  
- -3 
~1 + ~ and ~4 + ~5 are in AI+ but ~ + ~2 + ~4 + ~5 ~ A. 
The Cartan matrices (Aij) for which there are positive integers e 1 ,..., e~ such 
that (Ai~e~) is symmetric are called symmetrizable. An equivalent condition is 
that for all subsets (i 1 ,..., ik} of {1,..., l} with k ~ 2, Aqi 2 --- A~q = A~k ' . -  
Ai~i. Although it is not clear that one should expect fundamentally different 
results for A when (A~j) is symmetrizable, a certain body of results is only known 
for them. Undoubtedly the most marvellous of these is the recently proved [13] 
Weyl-Macdonald-Kac formula which is presently only known for symmetrizable 
matrices, but is conjectured to be true in all cases. 
6. Weyl-Macdonald-Kacformula. Let d be the group algebra of ZA over Z, 
with each/3 e ZA being written as e B in d ,  so that e~e ~ = e ~+~. For each w ~ Wlet 
s(w) denote the sum of all elements ofA + which are mapped into A- by w- l - - that 
is, s(w) = Z~N(w-~) ~ (see 2.). The formula is then 
Z (--1) Z(~) e-~(~)= [ I  (1 -  e-~) ~ 
where both sides are read as formal power series. In fact Kac has a stronger 
version of this which is a generalization of Weyl's character formula. The 
connections with Dedekind's v-function have been studied in [15] and the 
transition from Macdonald's original formula to this appears in [18]. This 
formula alone shows the need for precise knowledge of A + and particularly AI+. 
However apart from Proposition 2 and the results on Ai+ which make up the 
later sections of this paper nothing is known about it. Neither does one have any 
information about the m~'s except when (Ai~) is of finite or Euclidean type. 
The importance of the condition of symmetrizability lies in the existence of a 
symmetric bilinear form on R2  relative to which the natural embedding of W 
in GLR(RA ) actually lies in the orthogonal group. The form in question is simply 
defined by (~i, aJ) = ~/i3Ej • Then each a E A R is non-isotropic and r~ is the 
reflection in RA in the vector a. For/3 E ZA, a ~ A, ~ E A R , (/3, ~a) = 2(fi, a)/ 
(~, ~). Kac' terminology "real" and "imaginary" arises from the following: 
E A is real if and only if (~, a) > 0. 
A matrix (Aij) is said to be of Euclidean type if (Aii) is indecomposable, 
singular, and removal of any row and corresponding column results in a matrix 
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(principal submatrix) which is a (not necessarily indecomposable) Caftan matrix 
of finite type. All the matrices of finite and Euclidean type are symmetrizable 
[16, 3]. 
PROPOSITION 3- For a symmetrizable Cartan matrix the following are equi- 
valent: 
(1) (Aij) is of finite type, 
(2) I/V is finite, 
(3) A R is finite, 
(4) A is finite, 
(5) /11 = {0}, 
(6) (', ") is positive definite. 
The equivalence of (1), (2), (3), (6) can be found in [20] as well as (1) ~ (5), 
and hence (1) ~ (4). Then (4) ~ (3) ~ (1). The implication (5)~ (1) is the 
result of Berman and Kac mentioned in the Introduction. A new proof is given 
here in Proposition 8. 
PROPOSITION 4. For an indecomposable symmetrizable Caftan matrix the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) (Ni~) is Euclidean, 
(2) (Aij) is singular and every principal submatrix of (A~) is of finite type, 
(3) 2 (3 rad (', -) is non-trivial, 
(4) (', ') is positive semi-defnite. 
Proof. (2)~ (4) is trivial and (3)-~ (2) is proved in [3]. (4)~ (3): Since 
(-, .) is a connected a-form in the sense of Coxeter [6] there exists a set of 
positive integers ~1 ,-.-, ~:~ such that ~: = ~1o~1 -~ "'" + ~zo~ and R~ = rad (', -) 
[6; 10.22, 10.4]. We may assume g.c.d. (~:1 ..... #z) = 1. One has ~W = ~:. I f  
there is an c~ ~ AR + such that ~: - -  c~ E A, (~ --  ~) rE = ~: + ~ ~ A, and hence so 
does ~ (RSI).  Suppose that no such a o~ exists. Then let k be chosen minimal 
such that ~: can be written/31 + -'- +/3~ where the fli E A + and ht fii < ht ~. For 
all i, fii 6 A1 + because of the rninimality of ~. Also k > 2 by assumption. By the 
minimality of k, fi~ _L fie ~ A+ i = 1,..-, k - -  1 and hence (/3~, fiz,) >~ 0 (RS1). It  
follows that 0 = (~, ilk)>~ (fi~,/3~) > 0 which is false. This establishes the 
result. | 
In the case that (Aij) is Euclidean, the ~ appearing in the above proof is called 
the principal null root. Using Kac' result (Proposition 2) A = AR U Z~. 
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3. HYPERBOLIC ROOT SYSTEMS 
A Cartan matrix (A¢j) is hyperbolic if it is indecomposable, not finite, not 
Euclidean, and all of its principal submatrices have all their indecomposable 
constituents of finite or Euclidean type. 
The hyperbolic matrices are minimal in the sense that in any indecomposable 
Cartan matrix which is neither finite nor Euclidean, the minimal indecomposable 
submatrices which are neither finite nor Euclidean are hyperbolic. 
THEOaEM 1. If (Aij) is symmetrizable and hyperbolic then A I = (~ ~ Z,al 
(~, ~) < 0}. 
COROLLARY. I f  (Aij) is symmetrizable and hyperbolic then ,41+ is a semi-group 
under addition. 
These results will be established in the following six lemmas. We will be 
assuming that (dij) is symmetrizable and hyperbolic throughout. 
LEMMA 1. (1) I f  any principal submatrix has a Euclidean constituent, this 
constituent is the entire submatrix. 
(2) ( n i3 is non-singular and (', -) has signature (l - -  1, 1). 
Proof. (1) Let a principal submatrix M of (Aij) contain a Euclidean consti- 
tuent N # M. Let N*  # (Aij) be an indecomposable submatrix of which N is a 
proper submatrix. Then N* is Euclidean or finite. In either case N is  of finite type 
contrary to hypothesis. 
(2) Suppose (A¢~) were singular. I f  every principal submatrix were of 
finite type (dij) would be Euclidean. Thus there is a Euclidean principal sub- 
matrix--say (Aij)i.j~>2. 
1 
Let its principal null root be ~: ~ ~=2 (# i ,  ~i > 0. Since (- ") is degenerate on 
RA there is a non-zero element x = c~a + A ~ rad(RA) with c >~ 0 and A ~ R~z + 
• . + R~,. From (~a, ~j) ~ 0 i f j  > 1 follows (A, aj) ~ 0 for a l l j  > 1. From 
(A, ~:) ~- 0 we must have (A, a~) = 0 for all j > 1, and so A ~ r~, r c R. Then 
0 = (x, aj) = (cax, ~j), j > 1, and (A~j) indecornposable gives c = 0. Finally if 
r v~ 0, (x, a~)= (r~, ~1)= 0 implies (A,~) is decomposable, which is false. 
Since (- -) is not positive definite (Proposition 3) and any negative definite 
subspace of RA of dimension greater than one meets every hyperplane of RA, 
the signature of (Ai~.) must be (l - -  1, 1). | 
LetF~x~RA !(x ,x)  -~0}, 
Rd  + = R>o~ t + "'" + R~ooq\(0), and R A- : --RA+. 
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Let / ' z  = P n ZA and def ine/ '+,  /~z +, / ' - ,  and /~z-  accordingly. The  cone/ "  
lies entirely in RA+ u (0} U RA- .  In  fact if x ~ RA has mixed coefficients in 
terms of cq .... ,~ , - - say  x=x 1 -x  2 where x j -=~i~r ,  sc i~ i@0 with c , />0 
for all i andL  1 tA L 2 = {1,..., l}, L z c~ L 2 = ~- - then  using Lemma 1(1), (x, x) = 
(Xl, Xl) - -  2(Xl, X2) ~- (X2, X2) ) 0. Thus  /~z = Fz+ ~3 (0} W F z . Also 
I~z+WC_ Fz + since FW ~ I" and the only elements of RA + which are mapped 
into RA-  by one of the reflections r i are those of R>oa i . 
S ince / '+  is a convex cone, it is a semi-group under  addition. It follows that 
Fz  + is also a semi-group. Since our theorem amounts to At+ is also a semi- 
group. Since our theorem amounts to Al+ ~ Y'z +, the corollary is an immediate 
consequence of it. 
LEMMA 2. Let/3 ~ I~z + and let a ~ AR +. Then there is an integer k ~ 0 such 
that/3,/3 - -  ~,..., fi - -  (k - -  1)~ E Fz  but/3 - -  k~ 6 Fz  . Furthermore 
(1) /3 - - (k - -  1 )~EFz  +, 
(2) for  all t ~ N, t >/k ,  [3 - -  t~ 6 F, and 
(3) ( /3--  (k - -  1)~)r,  = fi -¢- ( s - -  1)~ with sc  N 
and for  all t ~ N, t >is, /3 + t~ 6 I'. 
This  may be proved simply using the root string ~(/3; a) and the fact that the 
graph off ( t )  ~ (/3 - -  ta,/3 - -  t~), t E R is a parabola. | 
DEFINITION. /3 c Fz+ is called minimal i f  
MI :  for  a l lacAR+, f l - -  ~6 I "  
M2: /3 generates the cyclic group R/3 c~ F z . 
LEMMA 3. Any fi c / ' z  + which satisfies condition MI  is an integral multiple 
of a minimal element. 
Proof. Rfl n / ' z  is a discrete subgroup of Rfi and hence is cyclic. Let 7 be a 
generator for it in Fz  + and let fl = nT, n E N. Then  for any ~ ~ AR +, fi - -  ~ = 
(n - -  1)7 + (7 - -  ~); and so if 7 - -  ~ ~ F it will lie in/~z + by Lemma 2, and hence 
/3 - -  ~¢ ~/*  contrary to assumption. Thus  for all a ~ An+, 7 - -  ~ (: U and hence is 
minimal. 
LEMMA 4. I f  all the minimal elements of I"~+ are in A then U z C A. 
Proof. Assume that all the minimal elements of Fz+ are in A. Let 7 e -Vz+. 
I f  c~ ~ AR+ and 7 - -  ~ ~ Fz+ then choose a k ~ N such that 7 - -  (k - -  1)~ ~ -V' z , 
7 - -  ha 6 F. Then  by Lemma 2, 7 - -  (k - -  1)~ E / ' z  + and 7 lies in the string 
7 - - (h - -1 )~, - - . ,  (7 - - (k - -  1 )a ) r , .  I f  7 - - (k - -  1)~cA+, so does (7 - -  
(k -  1)a)r~, and hence the whole string, and in particular 7- This  process 
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shows that it suffices to show that elements o f / ' z  + satisfying the condition 1911 
are roots. By Lemma 3 such elements are multiples of minimal elements of 
/~z +, which we are assuming to be roots. Appealing to Proposition 2 completes 
the proof. 
LEMMA 5. I f  fi E FZ+ is minimal and/3 cannot be written as the sum of two 
elements o f / ' z  + then/3 is a root. 
Proof. It is sufficient o show that for some real root a e AR +,/3 - -  a is a root. 
For then (/3 --  ~) r~ = fir~ + ~ is a root and by Lemma 2 and RSl , /3 is a root. 
Suppose then that for all ~ EAR+ ,/3 --  ~ ~ A. Then/3 cannot be written as the 
sum of two roots. By PS I /3  can be expressed as a sum of h > 1 positive roots 
/x~ ,...,/~k • It may be assumed that k is minimal. Our hypotheses so far amount o 
k > 2. Because/~z + is closed by addition there is at least one/~¢--say/~k which 
is in A R . For i = 1,..., k --  1, tzi +/~1~ A because of the minimality of h, and 
hence (~, /~)  >~ 0. Thus (/3,/x~) >~ (/**, tz~) > 0, contrary to /3 being mini- 
real. | 
LEMMA 6. Minimal elements o f / ' z  + are roots. 
Proof. Note first that if/3 is minimal and/3 =/~ + co where/~, co e / ' z  +, 
then/,  and co are multiples of minimal roots. 
It follows from this that if/3 is of minimal height amongst minimal elements 
then it is already a root (Lemma 5). 
Suppose now that/3 is minimal and all minimal elements of lower height are 
1 
roots. Let/3 = ~,=a £i°Li where the ci ~ Z>0. If some c i = 0 then/3 lies in a posi- 
tive semi-definite space and is necessarily isotropic. It is then a root by Proposi- 
tion 4. 
Suppose then that c i > 0 for all i. We begin by assuming that in fact 
c i /> 2 for all i. Let --2(fi, 02i)/(gi, O~i) = k i @ Z)0  , i - -  1 ..... l. Then --(/3, ~) = 
• .. Let je (1  ..... 1}. From (/3 --  %. , /3 --  a5) > 0 follows 2E jh j+2e j> elhi/3 
/3) = Zi=i cceih¢ and so z , 2ej + 2ejkj > Zi=l 2ecki. In particular 2ej > 
2ecki whenever i v a j. I f  there were two indices i and j for which k~hj :/= 0 then 
we would have 2ej > 2e~ and by symmetry 2ei > 2ej. Consequently it may be 
assumed that h 2 -- --  hz = 0, and/3 e [~ .... , ~z] -L. I f  it is possible to write 
/3 as /z i +/z~ where/xi,/z~ e/~z +, then from/,~ --  aj 6 / ' ,  follows (/z~, ~j) ~ 0 
i = 1, 2, j = 1,..., I. In particular for j > 1, 0 = (/3, ~j) = (/L1, %.) + (/x2, ~j) 
and so/L1,/z~ ~ [cz~ ,..., a,] ±. Then/x~,/~.o and/3 lie in the cyclic group R/3 n / ' z  
whose generator is already a root. SO then,/3 E A by Proposition 2. If on the other 
hand it is not possible to write/3 into the form/x i @/~2 as above, then fi is a root 
by Lemma 5. 
We may now assume that all c~ are greater than zero but at least one of them 
--say q - -  is 1. Again/3 is in A if it is not the sum of two elements of _r'z+. 
Assume fi =/~ -[- ~: where/z, ~ E ] 'z +. Then/ i  and ( are already roots (see the 
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note at the beginning of the proof) and one of them--say ~--does not involve o 1 
and hence is isotropic and in the radical of (-, ") on [o~ ,..., o~]. Write/~ = o~ +/~'  
where/~' ~ [~2 ,..., or]. 
Now/~ is a root implies t* -- o~ is a root for some i. I f  i > 1 then consider 
~:r,_~ which is also a root. Since (~,/~ -- oi) = (~, ol) < 0 (since ~: involves 
each ~ j , j  > 1), we have ~ + t ~-  ~i = fi - -  oi is a root and hence/3 is a root 
(see the proof of Lemma 5). 
Suppose then that /~' =/z - -  ~1 ~ A. It is in 2 R . Also (~, ol) < 0 and so 
~1 + 8 ~ 2. Furthermore, (o 1 + ~:,/~') = (ol,/~') ~ 0. In fact (ol, t~') < 0, for 
otherwise (/~,/~) ~ (o I + t~', ~1 + t ~') > 0. It follows that (~1 + ~) r~, - -  
~1 + ~ + k/~' E 2 where k is some positive integer, and so fi = o 1 + s ~ +/z '  ~ A. 
! 
4. 21 FOR NoN-FINITE ROOT SYSTEMS 
In this section we show that if (A~j) is not of finite type then A2 v6 {0} (this is 
Proposition 3, (5)~ (1)). We begin with three results of independent interest. 
PROPOSITION 5. In  any root string ~(/3; oz), /3 ~ A, a ~ A~ , the ascending (in oz) 
sequence of roots is of the form nl real roots, n 2 imaginary roots, and n 1 real roots. 
Here either n 1 or n 2 may be zero. Furthermore i f  n 1 > 0 and n~ > 0 and~3, o ~ 2+, 
then there is no w a W taking the 2n 1 real roots of the string simultaneously into A- .  
Proof. Suppose that in ~(/3; o) there were a real root 7 and two imaginary 
roots 9'1 = 7 - -  so, Y2 ~- 7 + to where s, t > 0. Since 2~+, 2i-  , and (0} are 
W-stable, and since r~ reverses the sequence of elements of ,(fi; ~), it is clear that 
Yl and Y2 are both positive or both negative, and accordingly ~, is positive or 
negative. However ~ maps ~(/3; o) onto o(/3r~; or~) and leaves 71 and y2 in the same 
part of 2~ while sending Y into the opposite part. This is impossible. 
The last statement of the Proposition follows analogously. | 
PROPOSITION 6. Let (A~) be a Caftan matrix and let K be a non-empty subset 
o] {1,..., l}. Let B -~ (A~)~.~K and let ~i~K Zo~ ~ ZA(B). Then the root system 
A(B)  o rB  has theproperties: A(B)  = A ~ ZA(B), A(B) ,  = A~ ~ ZA(B), A(R)~ = 
A~ c~ ZA(B). 
Proof. The pairing (-, -)B can be viewed as (', -) restricted to ZA(B) X 
~x  Z~i .  The roots of height 1 are the same for A(B)  and A ~ ZA(B) and are 
real in both cases. We use recurrence on the height. 
Let/3 e ZA(B)+ be of height k > 1. I f  there is an i for which (/3, ~o~) > 0, then 
i a K and so/3 - -  (/3, "o~) ~i is the reflected image of/3 by ri in both systems. Then 
/3 is a root (real or imaginary) if and only if/3r~ is a root (real or imaginary) in each 
system. I f  on the other hand (fl, ~o~ ~ 0 for all i then fi is a root of either system 
if and only if/3 --  ~i is a root of that system for some i. Now since/3 a ZA(B)+, 
/3 -  ~i can be a root (in either system) only if i ~ K, whereupon it is a root 
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of one system if it is a root of the other. In either system, if it is a root it is 
imaginary. | 
PROPOSITION 7. Let  (A~j) and  (A;~) be two l X l Car tan  matrices and  suppose 
{ A~¢ [ <~ I Ai~ l fo r  al l  i and j .  Le t  A and  A '  be their respective root systems where we 
ident i fy  ZA  and  ZA '  in the natura l  way.  Then A '  C_ A,  A'~ C A t . 
Proof.  First observe that if/3 = ~2 c i~ ~ (Zd')+ then Q3, ~aj> = ~ c ,A i j  <~ 
Z ciA~j = </3, "%/.  
Let/3 z (A') +. We prove that (A')+ C A+ and (A/)+ C AI+ simultaneously by 
recurrence on the height of/3. If/3 is of height 1,/3 ~ {c~ ,..., az} and is in A +. We 
suppose that/3 is of height k > 1 and the result is established for lower heights. 
I f  for allj = 1 .... , I, (/3, "aj>' ~< 0, then/3 z A'~ and also </3, v~s> ~ 0. Choose a 
j such that fi -- % ~ A'. Then fi --  ~j 6 A and so by Proposition 1, fi ~ A and is 
also in A I . 
Suppose on the other hand that for some i, </3, "de>' > 0. Then/3r~ = fl - -  sa~ 
for some seN.  Let /3 - -  sc~i - -  d'ozi .... , /3 - -  sai ,..., /3 ..... fi - -  sai + u'o~i 
be the root string ~'(/3 - -  so~ i ; c~i) in A'. Here- -s  - -  </3 - -  sai , *o~i> ' = d '  - -  u' < 
0 and u' >~ s. Of course/3 --  scq ~ A and by the induction ~(/3 -- sai ; ~i) in A is 
- -  so~ i - do~ i ..... /3 - -  so~ i .... , ~3- -so l  i + u~x i Where d>~d'  and d - -u= 
</3 - -  sai , ~ozi> <~ </3 - -  sa i ,  ~ i> '  = d'  - -  u'. Thus u >/ u' > is  and so 
/3zA. 
Now suppose/3 e A' I . Then 3 s~i ~ A'I and hence/3 - -  sai and (3 - -  sc~i)ri 
Az. But 
where t >~ 0. By Proposition 5 every element of ~(fl - -  sai; ai) between/3 --  s~i 
and fi + t~ i must be in Al-- in particular ft. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let  (A i j )  be a Car tanmatr ix .  I f (A i j )  ~ not o f f in i te typethen  
A,#{o}. 
Proof.  I f  (Ai j )  is symmetrizable and not of finite type it contains either a 
Euclidean or hyperbolic submatrix B. Then A(B)I ~= {0} and so A t 7 ~ {0} 
(Proposition 6). 
Suppose (A~j) is not symmetrizable. Let (A~j) be defined by A~i = 2, A~j = 
max {Ais , A~} if i =/=j. Then (A~j) is symmetrizable and after Proposition 7, 
A' C A.  I f  (A~j) is not of finite type A'  I is non-trivial and lies in A t . I f  (A~j) is of 
finite type then there do not exist distinct indices i 1 ,..., i~, h > 2 such that 
A~I~2A~2q"A~h ~ O. The same is then true for (A~s), and(Aij), is symmetrizable 
contrary to assumption. | 
6o7/33/2-5 
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5. A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FINITE, EUCLIDEAN, 
AND HYPERBOLIC ROOT SYSTEMS 
PROPOSITION 9. Let (A~j) be an indecomposable symmetrizable Cartan matrix. 
Then AI={~, ~ ZA [ (~, ~) <~ O} if and only if (Aij) is of finite, Euclidean, or 
hyperbolic type. 
Proof. I f  (Aij) is finite, Euclidean, or hyperbolic then from Proposition 3, 
Proposition 4, or Theorem 1, A t = {y e ZA I (~, y) ~< 0}. Conversely suppose 
At = {~, e ZA t ()', ~') ~ 0}. I f  (A~j) is neither finite, Euclidean , nor hyperbolic, 
then using Proposition 6 we may, by taking some suitable submatrix if necessary, 
assume that (Aij) has a principal submatrix B which is hyperbolic. Suppose that 
B = (A~j)i.j>l. Then the root system A(B) contains a root ~ e A(B)+I which may 
be assumed to involve each of ~ ,..., ~z • Then (e, el) < 0. Let n E N be chosen 
large enough that (ne --  a l ,  na - -  (Xl) -~ 0. Now na e AI+ and (na - -  O/l) r 1 = 
na q- ka I q- aX where k ) n. Since 7 = na q- (k q- 1) al E ZA+ and (~, ~,) < 0 
it is by assumption i  A 1. However yr I has mixed signs in terms of al ,.-., ~ and 
hence cannot be a root. | 
6. INVARIANCE OF THE CARTAN MATRIX 
In this section we will prove the following result: 
THEOREM 2. Let (Aij) be an indecomposable symmetrizable Cartan matrix 
which is neither finite nor Euclidean. Let IYV be the group (extended Weyl group) 
generated by W and -- 1 on RA. Then given any base ~ ~- {/31 ..... /3~} of A (see 
definition below), k = l and there is a unique w ~ l~ r such that ~ = {61 ..... ~}w. 
The proof is traditional in approaching bases from the point of view of the 
chambers of a certain complex. Now however, the chambers lie in T' 0 = 
{x 6 RA ] (x, x) < 0}, and in general we can neither associate ach chamber to a 
base nor hope that W or I/V will be simply transitive on the chambers. In this 
respect he hyperbolic ases are exceptional, for then (Proposition 10) the corre- 
spondence between bases and chambers is exact, and I~ is simply transitive 
on the chambers. 
DEFINITION. ~ ~--- {/31 ,'-',/37~} is a base for the root system A if 
1. N _C A R and every element of A can be expressed uniquely as an integral 
linear combination of 131 ..... /31~- 
2. A _C {Z~>o/31 -b ' "  q- Z>o/3~} u {Z<o/31 -~- "" -~ Z4o/31c}. Suppose that (Ais) 
is indecomposable symmetrizable and not finite or Euclidean. Let Yo = 
{xeRA l (x,x) <0},  / ' o+=F0aRA +, To -= --Uo+. For each aeAR let 
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//~ ={x eRA [(x, a) =0} m F 0 . Of course H~=H_~.  Let ~ ={H~ I ~ eAa}. 
Note that [a] ~ is spanned by H~. Indeed it suffices to see that [a]" meets/~o- 
However, if [a ]~ T' o = ¢ then (-, ") is positive semi-definite on [~]~- and 
hence also on RA -- Ra _1_ [a] -~. This is impossible because of Proposition 4. 
As in [4] define an equivalence relation ,-~ on/ 'o  by x ~ y if and only if for 
each H~ either x, y e Ho, or x, y lie on the same side of H=. The equivalence 
classes of/~o -- I.)~A~ /4, are the chambers of F o . Since A is countable, chambers 
exist. 
LEMMA 7 (Kac [21]). I f  (Aij) is an indecomposable Cartan matrix and is 
neither finite nor Euclidean then there is a i~ ~ AI+ such that (i z, ~ai) < O for all i. 
Proof. Let a E A1+ and suppose it is of minimal height in its W-orbit. Then 
(~, "ai) ~ 0 for i = 1 ..... l. Since there are no null roots [3] there is an index h 
for which (a, ~a~) < 0. Consider 3a + ae which is a root since 3a e AI+ and 
(3a, ~a~) < 0. Now (3a + ae, "ai) ~ 0 for all i ~ 1,..., I and the inequality is 
strict if i ---- k, if (a, "ai) < 0, or if (~ ,  ~ai) < 0. Certainly 3~ + cze ~ A, + and 
using the indecomposability we can continue in this way to obtain a/~ as required. 
Kae calls an imaginary root A strictly imaginary if for all a ~/1~ either A -i- 
or A --  a is a root. The tz constructed above is strictly imaginary since (/~, "@ < 0 
for all ~ e A~+. 
We assume once again that (Ai~) is indecomposable symmetrizable and neither 
finite nor Euclidean. I f~  is a base of A we will let W~ denote the group generated 
by the r~,/3 e ~.  
LEMMA 8. Let ~ be a base of A and let A = A+(gY) • {0} t_) A-(5~) be the 
trichotomy of A induced by it. Then A,+ (relative to ~a ..... ~z) is a subset of A+(~) 
or a subset of A-(~).  
Proof. Let t~ E At+ be as in Lemma 7. By replacing ~ by - -~  if necessary, 
assume that/~ E A+(~). The trichotomy shows that tzWa _C A+(~). Thus there is 
an element/~0 = ~w, w ~ W~ of minimal ~-height. Certainly (/~0, fii) ~ 0 for 
i ~ 1,..., k, and since (/z, a) < 0 for all a ~ AR+ , tz, and then/~o, does not lie on 
any H~, e~ ~ A R . Thus (/~0, fii) < O, i = 1,..., k. Now suppose there is a Y ~ At+ 
with 7 E A-(~). Let 7 = ~ d~fii, d~ ~ O. Then (tZo, y) > O. However (/Zo, Y) = 
(~W, r)  = (I tz, 7 w-l)  < 0 since rfg)-I ~ A, +. m 
According to the lemma, the bases of A are of two types (relative to al ,---, at) 
--those ~2 for which A1+ C A+(~) and those for which AI+ C A-(~), Call these 
sets of bases (#+ and (#- respectively. Clearly ~2~ c#+ if and only if - -~  E c#-. 
LEMMI 9. I f  ~ and ~ '  lie in opposite classes then for all w E W, ~w @ ~'.  
LEMMA 10. Let ~ = {ill ,..., ilk} E ~+. Then C a = {x ~ T' o ] (x, fi) < O for all 
f ie  ~} is a chamber of F o and C a n AI+ ~: ¢. 
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Proof. By definition C~ is a union of equivalence classes. Also if c~ ~/1~ we 
may write it as = = ~ cifii where the ci are all of the same sign. Thus if X, y ~ Ca ,  
(x, c~) = ~ c~(x, fii) is negative or positive according to whether the c i are non- 
negative or non-positive, and the same with (y ,  @ Thus x ~-~y. The /~0 of 
,[,emma 8 is in C a ~ AI+. This proves the assertion. | 
I t  is easy to see that the H~ ~ {H~ ,..., H0~0} are characterized in terms of C~ 
as the only H~ ~ ~ A~ for which H~ is the only element of ~ separating C~ and 
C~r~. The Hoi are the walls of C~.  
Note that in particular C={x~C01(x  , cq)<0 for all i=  1,. . , , l} is a 
chamber with H~ ..... H% as its walls. 
.LEMMA 11. Let ~ ~ {ill ,..., fl~} c c6+. Then there exists one and only one 
element w ~ W such that Cw ~ C a . Furthermore h = l and after suitable re- 
indexing 2(fi~, fij)/(fljfij) = Ai j  for  all i, j ~ {1 ..... l}. 
Proof. Let )t ~ C a n At+. In )tW there is an element V = Aw-1 of least height 
relative to ~i ,.,., ~z • It  lies in C so C a = Cw. Furthermore the walls of C must be 
taken by w onto the walls of C a , so h = l and after reindexing ~i = :~aiW 
i = 1,..., I. Since ~ e c~+ it cannot happen that fii = - -~iw for all i. I f  a mixtur e
of signs were to occur there would be an i and j  such that fll = ~iw, fij = --=jw 
and (~i, ~j) v a 0. Then fiir~ ~/1 but violates the trichotomy principle relative 
tO ~. 
To prove uniqueness it suffices to show that if w ~ W and Cw -~ C then 
w= 1. The argument above shows that if Cw = C then {c~ 1,..., ~z}w 
~1 ,..., ~}. It  follows that N(w)  = 0 and hence w ~ 1 (see W2). | 
Suppose now that (A~j) is symmetrizable and hyperbolic. Then C 0 = 
]70+ U U o- and these are the simply connected components of ]70. I f  D is a 
chamber of Co, either D+=DnNo+ or D-=D~-N O is empty. In fact 
suppose D-  and D + are both non-empty. D-  is open and a cone and so it contains 
a root V- By replacing D by one of its W-translates, it may be assumed that 
(~,, ~)  >~ 0 for i = 1,..., I. Then (V, a~) > 0 for each i. Let x = ~ ci~ ~ D + and 
let Y =- -~,  di~i where the ci and d~ are positive. The line segment S 
{)tx -? (1 - -  )t)V 1 0 ~ A ~ 1} crosses each coordinate plane [cz 1 ,..., ~, ,..., c~] as )t 
runs from 0 to 1. Let )t o be minimal for which a crossing occurs. Then Aox + 
(1 - -  )t0)7 has all non-negative coefficients, and one coefficient--say that of ~l- -  
is zero. Then ()to x + (1 - -  )t0)Y, ~a) ~ 0 whereas (V, ~)  > 0, and so S crosses 
H~,  contrary to x ~'~7. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let IZV be the group generated by W and --1 on RA.  I f  (Ai~) 
is symmetrizable and hyperbolic then W is simply transitive on the chambers lying in 
-No + and lZd is simply transitive on all the chambers of C. 
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Proof. I t  suffices to show that  Wis  transit ive on the chambers  of/~+. Let  L be 
the associated hyperbol ic  space to -P+ [7]. Th is  is a metr ic  space and W acts as a 
group of isometr ics in L permut ing  the images of the chambers  of _P0 + in L. Le t  
be the image of C in L. Then  Cw ca C va ~ ~ w = 1 and the argument  in 
[18, Sect. 2.4] impl ies that  W acts proper ly onL .  Now if C' is any chamber  of 
Y'0 + then  the standard argument  [4, Ch. V Sect. 3 Lemma 2] shows that  C' = Cw 
for some wa W. | 
Note added in proof. Since the acceptance of this paper for publication in 1975 there 
have been a number of notable developments. In particular there is following important 
characterization f imaginary roots (Kac [22]). Let (A~j) be an arbitary indecomposable 
Caftan matrix and let K -- (x s ~A I x = 22 c¢~ with c~ >~ 0 for all i, and <x, v~i) ~< 0 
for all i}. Call the support of ~ ~ ~ hi~ E ZA the set S of i for which k~ =/- 0. The support 
is connected if the submatrix (Aij)(~d)es×x is indecomposable. Let M = {x e K n ZA [ 
supp (x) is connected}. Then Az + = (.}~ew Mw. 
The 2 × 2 hyperbolic Cartan matrices have found a natural interpretation i  the theory 
of singularities on Hilbert modular surfaces [23], the chamber geometry playing an inter- 
esting role in describing the local rings of functions of the singularities. 
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